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This manual describes the replica of the famous Sinclair ZX80 home computer from 1980. First 
the very successful history of this computer a brief summary of it's technical data.

The history of the ZX80:
In it's original version the computer was equipped with a Z80 CPU with 3.25 MHz clock 
frequency, 4 kB ROM, 1 kB RAM and was programmed in BASIC. The screen display was 
realized with a TV modulator as this was the standard display at home in the early 80ies. The 
display of screen content was available only when calculation or program execution has been 
paused or finished and was processed through the Z80 processor and some TTL logic devices. 
There was no display at all during calculations/program executions, even key strokes 
interrupted the display which caused the typical flickering during typing.

The ZX80 was affordable for most private households with a price below 100 GBP (as assembly 
kit below 80 GBP) but could calculate only with integers up to +/-32767. Sinclair published 
sales in the first year of about 50.000 units. The follow-up with 8 kB ROM, extended BASIC 
with floating point arithmetic up to 10+/-38 and trigonometric and logarithmic functions was 
presented already one year later as ZX81 with a price below 70 GBP (assembly kit below 50 
GBP).

Additional the new model was able to calculate/execute programs and display screen content 
simultaneously as new SLOW operation mode. Technically the calculations and executions are 
done in the periods of non visible picture which reduced speed to 1/3 in comparison with the 
now called FAST mode of the ZX80. This eliminated the nervous flickering of the ZX80, too. 
The sales of this second model increased up to 1 million units. The previous model could be 
even updated with the new 8 kB floating-point BASIC of the ZX81 but without the SLOW mode.

Today the ZX80 is very popular although well-preserved models are with prices of about 500 
EUR approx. 10 times more expensive than the ZX81 and although the ZX81 was the improved 
model. The popularity for collectors is based not least on the small quantity of produced 
models and it's character as one of the earliest home computer.

The ZX80CORE was developed mainly based on the original ZX80 schematics but with a few 
modern options and improvements to bring more people in the enjoyment of this unique and 
ingenious technics in respect to it's early time in the 80ies and to create some added-value. 
People can even use both models ZX80 and ZX81 in one physical computer with an optional 
NMI circuit and the integrated ROM switch. Even some more operating systems like FORTH can 
be loaded as additional image.

Technical data of the ZX80   (in brackets only for ZX80CORE)  :
processor: Zilog Z80
clock frequency: 3.25 MHz
ROM 4 kByte (extendable to 8 or 16 kByte, up to 64kByte switchable)
RAM 1 kByte (extendable to 16 kByte)
operating system: ZX80 BASIC (more available via ROM switch: ZX81, Forth, …)
keyboard: membrane keyboard (optional with SMD tactile switches)
display: RF/TV on UHF channel 36 via modulator (optional Video/Chinch)
video: (optional Composite Video)
screen resolution: 32 x 24 characters
graphic resolution: 256 x 192 pixel (available with special software only)
connectors LOAD / SAVE via 3.5mm audio mono jack
power supply: 9V DC, via external power adapter
interfaces: coded slot/edge connector with 2 x 23 signals
additional options: NMI circuit ZX80NMIX, video module ZX8-CCB, ROW switch for shift of  

different operating systems (ZX80/ZX81/Forth/...), LED illumination  
controlled through internal activity of the computer with ZX80IKIT
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General mounting hints:
Nearly all original parts are obtainable in 07/2013. Some parts can be replaced with 
alternatives which are named in brackets.

The original ZX80 was mounted with in those days only available TTL LS parts (74LS...). The 
usage of these older parts are not very economical in power consumption and cause 
unneccessary heating of the power regulator which should be used in this case with either a 
heatsink or replacement of a pin-compatible switched regulator (e.g. RECOM or similar).

Additional hardware used via the expansion slot can heat the regulator up more. It is 
recommendable to use the newer 74HCT... parts as replacement for the 74LS... parts to save 
power and reduce heating of the regulator. It is recommendable to use either LS or HCT parts 
but not mixed.

One exception ist the meanwhile hard to get counter 74LS93. The board is tested with the 
74HCT93 and rest of circuits with type 74LS... and runs fine. There is a big difference between 
the CMOS 74HC types and the TTL compatible 74HCT types. The HCT parts may not be 
confused with HC parts. The logic levels are quite different and can cause problems during 
operation.

As RAM can be used either two original 2114 (1k x4) 
as IC3 and IC4 or alternatively a modern SRAM with 2 
up to 32 kByte (max. 16 kByte usable). In this case 
the 28-pin socket has to be used instead of the two 
18-pin sockets. With standard sockets you have to 
decide which parts to use (and not easy to change).

Precision socket strips can be used instead of stand
sockets to allow both alternatives. Professionals can 
spare sockets at all but for beginners are use of 
sockets for all integrated circuits recommendable. 
Especially the ROM (EPROM or EEPROM) IC2 but 
either the RAM (IC3/4 or IC98) should be mounted 
always with sockets.

The board has the same outline as the original with 8'' 
x 6.1'' (inches) and fits into the original case. The 
drills for the board holders and all connectors (audio 
jacks, TV modulator) are at the same position as the 
original.

A chinch connector for video can be mounted instead 
of the TV modulator (IC99) but not simultaneously. 
The chinch connector was positioned at the same 
ching output of the TV modulator to use the same 
notch in the original case.

It is recommendable to solder the chinch socket with 
a distance to the main board to reach the same 
height as the TV modulators output like shown in the 
picture. 
Following a few details to the power consumption of 
the ZX80CORE depend on the used parts.
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Mounting alternatives:

a) original 74LS... parts and original RAMs 2 x 2114 (1 kByte)
=> ca. 300 mA (!)
b) original 74LS... parts and modern SRAMs (8 kByte or 32 kByte)
=> ca. 200 mA
c) modern 74HTC... parts and modern SRAMs (8 kByte or 32 kByte)
=> ca. 75 mA

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Parts list of ZX80CORE:
Resistors:

  1 x 180R R29
  1 x 330R R30
  3 x 470R R2,R20,R25
14 x 1k R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,R10,R11,R18,R24,R27,R32,R34
  4 x 2k2 R1,R19,R93,R95
  5 x 3k3 R94,R96,R97,R98,R99
  8 x 10k R12,R13,R14,R15,R16,R17,R22,R23
  2 x 22k R21,R28
  1 x 100k R35
  1 x 10k SMD 0805 (R100)
not used: R26,R31,R33

Capacitors (electrolytic 16V):
2 x 47pF C11, C15
1 x 68pF C9
1 x 470pF C14
2 x 47nF C12,C13
8 x 100nF C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C98
1 x 10uF C10
2 x 100uF/16V C8,C99

Diodes:
10 x BAT46 D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,D9,D10,D97,D98
  1 x BAT46 D11 (only for US/NTSC version with 60Hz)
  1 x BAT46 D99 (only for use of switching regulator IC97 necessary)
not used: D1,D2

Integrated circuits (ICs):
1 x Zilog Z80 IC1 (CPU, 4 Mhz)
1 x 27C32 IC2 (ROM, alternative 27C64, 27C128, 27C256, 27C512, 28C64, 28C256)
2 x 2114 IC3,IC4 (SRAM, alternative IC98, UM6116, HM6264, HM62256)
2 x 74HCT00 IC11,IC12
1 x 74HCT04 IC13
2 x 74HCT05 IC14,IC15
1 x 74HCT10 IC16
1 x 74HCT32 IC17
2 x 74HCT74 IC18,IC19
1 x 74HCT86 IC20
1 x 74HCT93 IC21
1 x 74HCT165 IC9
3 x 74HCT157 IC6,IC7,IC8
1 x 74HCT365 IC10
1 x 74HCT373 IC5
1 x 7805 IC22 (linear regulator, alternative IC97 LMS78_05-1.0, RECOM R-785.0-1.0)
All TTL CMOS ICs (74HCT...) can be replaced with LS types (74LS...) but should not be used mixed.

Connectors and jumpers:
3 x CL1384 J2,J3,J4 (manufacturer CLIFF, alternative LUMBERG 1503-12)
1 x KDR16H J5 (ROM switch, hex coded switch, manufacturer OTAX)
3 x Pinhead 2x1 J92,J93,J99 (pin strip 2x1-pole with jumper, alt. soldered bridge at bottom)
2 x Pinhead 3x1 J97,J98 (pin strip 2x1-pole with jumper, alternat. Soldered bridge at bottom)
1 x Pinhead 2x4 J94 (pin strip 4x2-pole for ZX8-CCB video module, optional jumper)
1 x Pinhead 2x8 J96 (pin strip 8x2-pole for NMI circuit, optional)
1 x Pinhead 1x16 J95 (pin strip 16x1-pole for external keyboard, optional)
J1 is the expansion slot/edge connector integrated directly in the board.
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Miscellaneous:
1 x UM1233 „IC99“ (ASTEC modulator UM1233, alternative chinch socket, print version)
1 x L99 33uH/0,9R (only together with switched regulator IC97)
1 x X1 SFE 6.5 (ZF filter, 6.5 MHz, 3 pin, e.g. MURATA)
1 x ZX80Keyboard (ZX80 membrane keyboard, listed at sellmyretro.com)

(alternative: 40 SMD tactile switches Alps SKQGAFE010, 0.98N, Farnell or RS-Comp.)
(alternative: 40 SMD tactile switches Schurter LSG 1301.xx)

1 x mini heatsink TO220 (for variant b with 74LS types and linear regulator)
1 x M3x8 screw with nut (variant c)
1 x power supply 9V DC, 500mA, with audio jack 3.5mm
1 x cable 3-5 meter with 3.5mm audio jack, mono (!), alternative stereo with mono 

adapter on both ends

Step 2 (resistors & diodes):
Next the remaining resistors and diodes are soldered like in the picture below:

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Step 3 (integrated circuits / ICs):
The integrated circuits will be soldered as next step. They can be soldered either directly or 
with use of sockets. Only precision sockets should be used. Mounting of ROM, RAM and power 
regulator is described separately.
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Step 4 (power regulator):
The power regulator can be mounted in several variants. The mounting variant defines the 
maximum available current. The power consumption and the reserves or additional hardware 
depends on the used parts and the use of external hardware via the expansion slot:

variant 1) 

requires only a 7805 linear regulator with a small 
heatsink like shown in the picture. The 3 pins of the 
regulator have to be placed in the left row (more to 
border of the board). The heatsink should be screwed 
at the board and preventively covered with a tape to 
avoid any shorts with possibly damaged board 
coating. The power consumption should not exceed 
300mA with this variant.

variant 2)

the 7805 line regulator will be screwed to the board 
without a heatsink. In this case the board functions 
like a (small) heatsink. The 3 pins of the regulator 
have to be placed in the left row (more to border of 
the board). In this case the bottom of the power 
regulator should not be covered with a tape for a 
better cooling effect. The power consumption should 
not exceed 200mA with this variant.

variant 3)
a pin-compatible switching regulator will be mounted 
with additional components L99 and D99 in the 3-pin 
row to the right (board middle). The inductor L99 can 
be 22-47 uH and filters noise on the power output 
together with the blocking capacitors at the board. 
D99 compensates a voltage drop at the inductor. 
Both values should be choosen accordingly to the 
typical power consumption and the maximum output 
voltage should be 5.2V with no additional modules 
connected via expansion slot. This solution covers a 
current of 500mA and more.

Variant 4)

the switching regulator can be used in same way 
without filter components if no noise disturbs the 
operating voltage. In this situation the regulator can 
deliver up to 1000mA depending on the maximum 
allowed current of the switching regulator. Switching 
regulators are available for vertical or horizontal 
mounting and the size should be considered to fit the 
board into a case.
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Step 5 (capacitors and filters):
The position of the capacitors can be obtained form the next picture. X1 is the ZF filter with 
6.5 MHz for the clock frequency (for video pixel data). The CPU clock is derived from the pixel 
clock by dividing it with a flipflop to 3.25 MHz.

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Step 6: (ROM and RAM)
It is recommendable to use sockets for RAM and ROM but at least for the ROM. This offers the 
option to change the operating system of the ZX80CORE or to adapt it with own software 
modifications. But static RAMs are sensitive components which should be possible to change 
when damaged or to replace with other/newer models (e.g. static RAMs with battery option or 
similar).

Use of ROM

The original ZX80 was sold with a 4 kB ROM of type 2532 (4 kByte, 24-pin). The ZX80CORE 
supports a 4 kByte EPROM too, but only the newer type 2732. The old 25-series from the 80ies 
are difficult to acquire and won't be supported from modern programmers. Due to different 
pin-out the 25-series can not be used with ZX80CORE.

But it is available to use bigger EPROMs, EEPROMs or OTPs:
2732 4 kByte EPROM
2764 8 kByte EPROM
27128 16 kByte EPROM
27256 32 kByte EPROM
27512 64 kByte EPROM
28C64 8 kByte EEPROM
28C256 32 kByte EEPROM

In general the ZX80 can address only 16 kByte ROM ($0000-$3FFF). But with the additional 
ROM Switch J5 with 16 positions can be choosen different ROM images in 4kByte or 8kByte 
steps from a big Multi-ROM image. This allows to choose different operating systems for the 
ZX80CORE like ZX80 or ZX81 (or further images like Forth or similar).

The ROM switch functions technically with overdriving A12, A13, A14 and A15 directly at the 
ROM (depending on ROM type/size) which are decoupled from the adress bus to choose a 
specific page. This is described in more detail in step 10 and the table in the appendix.

The ROM switch J5 can be spared at all to use simply and directly a 2732, 2764 or 27128 
EPROM. This offers either 4, 8 or 16 kByte ROM depending on ROM type/size. But this 
determines the operating system staticly and can not be changed as the CPU always start the 
program at address 0. If a 2732 EPROM (24-pin) is used, it needs power (Vcc) at pin 24 (which 
corresponds to pin 26 on a 28-pin socket). The power supply is realized either over the ROM 
switch J5 or through a solder bridge at the bottom side.

The use of EEPROMs instead of EPROMs allows to overwrite specific regions of ROM or 
reprogramming of images (full or partly) in running operation of ZX80CORE without any 
additional programming hardware (only with software).

2732 EPROM (24p.) 27128 EPROM (28p.) solder bridge for 2732 EPROM
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Use of RAM

There are several variants of using ZX80CORE with RAM.

The original ZX80 offered only 1 kByte main memory 
build with 2 static RAMs of type 2114 (1 kByte x4), IC3 
and IC4 (2x 18pin). The timing accepted even the slowest 
type of RAM with 300ns access time.

The ZX80CORE supports this (old) type of memory but  
they take much current, together approx. 100mA more as 
a modern static RAM. Due to this reason and of course 
because more RAM is always better in a computer the 
recommendation is to use SRAMs with 2, 8 or 32 kByte.

But only maximum 16 kByte RAM ($4000-$7FFF) can be 
used due to the internal address decoding. The modern 
SRAMs need a wide 24 or 28 pin socket. 
To allow both variants of old and new RAMs there can be 
used precision socket stripes because the sockets overlap 
each other.

Following RAM types can be used with ZX80CORE:
2x 2114 1 kByte (original but high current/power consumption)
1x 6116 2 kByte (24-pin)
1x 6264 8 kByte (28-pin)
1x 62256 32 kByte (28-pin, but only 16 kByte RAM useable)

2x 2114 (1 kByte) 1x 6116 (2 kByte) 1x 6264 (8 kByte) 1x 62256 (32 kByte)

Important: connecting J97 (!)
The 24-pin and 28-pin SRAM type have different pin-out for the /WE signal (for writing data 
into RAM). For the 28-pin types the /WE signal is wired to pin 27. The smallest RAM type 6116 

(2 kByte) needs the signal at pin 21 (=pin 23 
on a 28-pin socket). The bigger SRAMs need 
A11 at this pin. 
For this reason the jumper J97 has to connect 
pin 2 and 3 for the 6116 RAM type or connect 
pin 1 and pin 2 for the 6264 or 62256 RAM 
types. For the older RAM types 2114 there is no 
need to use J97 at all.
Alternatively J97 can be connected at the 
bottom side with soldering like in the picture on 
the left hand.
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Step 7: (connectors, switches and jumpers)
The following picture shows all connectors and jumpers. Nearly all jumpers are optional and 
can be set with pin strips and jumper on the top layer or with soldering on the bottom layer. 
This way the ZX80CORE keeps clearly and the look nearly identical to the original ZX80. The 
purpose of each jumper is described on the following page to decide which jumper to set or 
solder.

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Purpose of connectors and jumpers:

J1 expansion slot / edge connector for additional Hardware like memory extensions, 
printer, mass storage like Zxpand or similar – pin out in appendix.

J2 power connector, 3.5mm audio jack mono for power supply, 9V DC, 
polarity: tip=plus, ring=minus

J3 EAR connector, 3.5mm audio jack mono for LOAD (loading programs from tape)
= Audio In

J4 MIC connector, 3.5mm audio jack mono for SAVE (saving programs on tape)
= Audio Out

J5 ROM switch, extension for switch between different ROM images (operating systems) 
hex code switch with 16 positions, detailled explanation in „step 10“

J99 /ROMCS, if jumper is set, /ROMCS will be connected with pin 23b of J1 (expansion 
slot) and pin-out is exactly like at ZX81, if not set then the internal ROM can not be 
switched of from external hardware

J98 video polarity, connection of pin 1 and 2 for normal video with black letters on white 
background or between pin 2 and 3 for inverted picture

J97 RAM size, for small SRAMs 6116 (2k x8, 24polig) pin 2 and 3 has to be connected, for 
bigger SRAMs 6264 (8k x8, 28 pin) oder 62256 (32k x8, 28 pin) pin 1 and 2 has to be 
connected

J96 2x8 pin, for optional module ZX80NMIX, a NMI circuit for upgrading the ZX80 with the 
SLOW mode of the ZX81, the ZX81 ROM can be used without this module but only in 
FAST mode

J95 1x16 pin, keyboard connector for optional connection of external keyboards, more 
information and pin-out in the appendix

J94 2x4 pin, for optional module ZX8-CCB, a video module for a powerful and clear, sharp 
video out (Composite Video, 75R) for connection with the video input of any TV

J93 2 pin, connector for a reset button (on-button), a RESET to the CPU occures if the pins 
are connected

J92 2 pin, connector for a power/on switch, if no switch will be used then the pins have to 
be connected with a jumper to supply the board with power

On the left picture the connectors and jumpers J1 (expansion slot), J93 (reset), J94 (ROMCS) 
and J92 (Power) are shown. On the right picture the ROM switch J5 is shown.
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Step 8: (TV modulator and/or composite video out)
The board offers either display via a TV modulator or via a chinch connector for direct video 
(composite video). The original ZX80 had only a TV output and offered display of screen 
content on a normal TV vie RF (UHF, channel 36). But the picture quality was poor due to the 
modulation bandwith (5 MHz) and with minimal contrast because the signal was produced in a 
very simple way without a so-called back porch.

A better picture quality offers the direct video out via chinch (composite video) over a TV with 
a corresponding video input. This offers the opportunity to use a modern TV with camcorder 
input or a scart input with adapter cable to use as a high quality ZX80CORE display. But the 
original circuit of the ZX80 does not provide a powerful video signal for standard impedance of 
75R.

So the video output needs in this case the (optional) video module ZX8-CCB. This module has 
powerful output drivers for 75R and provides a sharp and crispy picture and automatically adds 
a backporch to the signal for a picture with very good contrast as well. This module improves 
the picture quality via the TV modulator as well. All different variants of video output will be 
described detailed in the following sections:

TV modulator with standard signal

The video signal is wired through two different jumpers, first through J96 (optional NMI circuit 
ZX80NMIX) and second time through J94 for optional video module ZX8-CCB. If both modules 
are not in use, the signals most wired through with jumpers. J96 needs two jumpers as shown 
on the picture because the SYNC and PIXEL signals are wired separately.

After J96 both signals are mixed to composite video with the resistors R30 and R32 and wired 
to J94 for work it up through the optional module ZX8-CCB. If this is not present, the mixed 
signals has to be wired again over an additional jumper. And setting of J98 (video polarity) is 
important. Jumper on pin 1 and 2 is needed for the normal video (black characters on white 
background) or between pin 2 and 3 for inverted picture. If this jumper is not set at all, there 
will appear black or white boxed instead of characters. :-) All jumpers could be set at the 
bottom side as well through soldering.

The modulator is placed on the big free area with wires to the left. There are only 2 wires for 
power (VCC) and video input. The wire more near to the expansion slot is the video signal, the 
other one is power. GND will be connected through the metal case which should be soldered at 
the two case pins through the board on the bottom side. For soldering the case pins you need 
more power in your soldering iron or keep it longer time (20-30 seconds) at the pins till the 
solder tin is melting correctly.
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The TV modulator is connected to the TV over a Sinclair specific cable which has a chinch 
connector on one side and an antenna connector at the other side of the cable. If this is not 
available a standard antenna cable can be changed with a separate chinch connector monted 
at the other side. Be sure to change the correct end, they appear to be similar but are 
different. The modulator give the signal at channel 36 on UHF and you can either try an 
automatic station search on TV or adjust it manually.

Chinch output (composite video) with video module ZX8-CCB

As the ASTEC TV modulator is hard to get these days (produced in the 80ies) and because of 
the better picture quality through a composite video signal it is recommendable to use a 
standard Chinch connector on the ZX80CORE for video out. It is placed at the same position of 
the modulators output but has to be soldered with a distance to the board for a perfect match 
with the original case. The module ZX8-CCB can be placed nearby on J94 as shown on the 
picture with an 2x4 pin female connector. Due to different levels of the composite video signal 
it must be eventually recalibrated with the two trimmers on it (R1 and R2).

Important is to set J96 and J98 as described earlier in this chapter. The connection between TV 
(camera input or auxilary input or similar) can be made with a standard chinch cable or to a 
scart connector with an adapter cable.

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Step 9: (keyboard)
The keyboard is directly in the lower third of the ZX80CORE main board and is build up as a 
matrix for the keys. The original ZX80 uses a metallized membrane keyboard for closing the 
contacts under the key if it is pressed. The original membranes are available new produced 
and sold from RWAP at http://www.sellmyretro.com.

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Check of keyboard function first

First before mounting the keyboard membrane or soldering SMD tactile switches you should do 
an initial startup and check if the keyboard matrix is working. There have been some rarely 
boards with a very small short on the fine key structure. If this error is present, the computer 
will startup with the „K“ cursor but will not react on any keypress. In that case the keyboard 
matrix should be measured for possible shorts and the shorts must be removed with a cutter 
or similar before mounting the keyboard membrane or soldering tactile switches. You will find 
more information about this in appendix A4 (troubleshooting).

Mounting the keyboard membrane

The self-adhesive membrane keyboard has to be places exactly over this matrix layout and the 
holes on the membrane and on the board have to match exactly. Especially the lower two holes 
at the lower border of the board should match exactly as the board is mounted here to the 
case with special plastic holders through these holes (if you plan to use the original case).

A new membrane keyboard is a bit stiff the first time and will get a bit more flexible with the 
time of using. So the first time the keys have to be pressed harder and this effect will 
disappear when often used. This feels a bit unusual in comparison with modern PC keyboards 
but was a standard for low cost computers in the 80ies.

Keyboard with SMD tactile switches

An alternative is the use of SMD tactile switches. It is recommendable to use switches as plain 
as possible and which need only a little force to press like the ALPS switches in the parts list.
The switches should be positioned and soldered carefully and with use not too much soldering 
tin and should be solderd on all 4 edges. As top cover can be used either the original 
membrane or a selfmade membrane printed on paper using a good color printer and laminate 
after for the neede thickness (not too much to press only single keys).
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If additional SMD tactile switches will be used, there will be a gap between the board and the 
keyboard membrane of about 0.040 inches (1 mm) and the membrane should be fixed with a 
distance to the board. Optimal is the use of a very small double sided mirror tape with about 
0.25 inches width (approx. 5-6 mm) and a height of 0.040 inches (1mm). The integrated 
elastic foam will balance eventually unevenesses without tension for the keyboard membrane.

The tape should be fixed like in the picture above in all 4 edges and if fixed properly the 
keyboard will be trusted against dust. Be sure not to seal the holes.

Afterall the protection film should be removed and the membrane can be attached to the 
board. The membrane should be placed exactly with middle of the holes in the membrane 
matching to the holes in the board. If a selfmade membrane is used, it should be laminated 
very thin after the printing to be sure to press single keys only with a flexible membrane.
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Step 10: (ROM image and switch)
You will need a ROM for putting the board into operation, normally this will be a programmable 
EPROM or EEPROM. The original ROM of type 2532 used in the ZX80 is not supported for the 
ZX80CORE due to another pin-out. But there can be used EPROMs like 2732 as alternative or 
the bigger 2764, 27128, 27256 or 27512 types. The desired ROM image can be choosen easily 
from a multi ROM image with the ROM switch J5. 

This way different operating systems can be choosen easily like ZX80, ZX81 or more images 
with the simple switch. The ROMs can be found easily in the internet as source or as binary as 
well. The source can be compiled with the ZX-IDE or any Z80 assembler and the binaries are 
part of the EightyOne emulator for example when installed onto disk. To burn the images into 
the EPROM or EEPROM you need a special programmer. The EEPROMs 28C64 or 28C256 can be 
changed more easy even when used in the ZX80CORE board just with software. This way 
specific ROM code can be changed or the data for the character generator. 

The hex coded switch has 16 positions which are 
coded binary and the „outputs“ 1,2,4 and 8 are 
connected to Vcc (high) via the switch. The posiition 
6 will connect 2 and 4 with Vcc and give a logic high 
to address lines A13 and A14 of the ROM which are 
discoupled form the address bus via resistors.
With this method the switch can overdrive the 
address line and select a specific ROM page as start 
page. In the example the address $6000-$7FFF of 
the ROM would be selected and used on $0000-
$1FFF as the target address. Two following pages 
are available at this position (8 kByte).

With overdriving A13 the use of addresses above 
$1FFF has no effect or lets say the content of 
$0000-$1FFF is mirrored to $2000-$3FFF. The 
switch position controls the starting page and sets 
the size of pages and decides wether the memory 
area is fragmented or not. Through clever choose if 
pages or address areas the multi ROM image can be 
used with optimum.
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In case of using EEPROMs the adress line A14 will be connected to the /WR signal. All switch 
positions with bit 3 set (4,5,6,7 and C,D,E,F) will overdrive the /WR signal and operate the 
EEPROM in a read-only mode. All other switch positions allow the operation in RW mode. 
Due to different pin-out of 27C256 and 27C512 the use of A14 for addressing is not possible. 
So with 27C256 you can address a maximum of 16 kB and with 27C512 maximum of 32 kB.

EEPROMs can be (re-)programmed inboard but only in RW mode. The accidental overwrite of 
EEPROM content is protected through a software protection. This prevents only for changing 
EEPROM content but does not prevent a system from a crash as any unsuccessful write 
attempt will result in a 10ms timeout of the EEPROM which can cause a system crash. If you 
use the ZX81 rom in the ZX80CORE with an EEPROM and use several BASIC commands like 
PRINT, they can crash the system while trying to write to the EEPROM. This is a well known 
bug (or feature :-) ) of the ZX81 BASIC. So it is recommendable to protect the ZX81 rom from 
write when using inside an EEPROM (readonly mode) and change to RW mode only with special 
support software.

The example below shows a multi ROM image with different ROM images which can be choosen 
with switch positions.

Position 0 chooses the ZX81 ROM and allows the access at several additional char sets in page 
3 (UDG charsets). The 4k page can hold up to 8 different charsets. Switch position 2 selects 
the ZX80 ROM and allows the same access to the additional charsets but in another resulting 
page / adress area ($1000-$1FFF) instead of $3000-$3FFF. With a simple switch of the I-
register this charsets can be used from ZX80 rom as well.

Position 4 selects the HT4H (Husband Forth) as operating system and switch position 6 
chooses the ASZMIC rom. Both systems can use page 7 as reserve or for data to save.
A detailed description of swich positions, pages and address areas for the different ROM types 
follows in appendix.
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Initial startup:
After completing the board the next step would be the initial startup. As there are several 
jumpers on the boards and many custom configurations neccessary, only a possibly false or 
not set jumper can prevent a successful startup of the system.

So in this section all important steps and settings are explained. In an additional chapter hints 
for troubleshooting can be found which is hopefully not needed at all.

In case you have a multimeter you should measure voltage or current at the according points 
during startup. This is not necessary in each case but is helpful and gives a bit safety that all is 
ordinary.

Inspection of the board
Prior to connecting the power supply the finished board should be inspected carefully, 
especially for beginners soldering electronic parts. Are all parts placed at all ? For safety the 
board should be compared with the pictures showing component placement:

Step 2 (resistors & diodes) – does the orientation of the diodes match ?
Step 3 (integrated circuits / ICs) – does the orientatition of all ICs match ?

In case of using sockets it would be a good moment to place all ICs in the sockets. If ICs are 
used first time you have to bend all IC pins right-angle. After production the pins are bend a 
little bit outside (approx. 10-15 degree). So new ICs can not be inserted accurately into the 
sockets.

You have te bend all pins right-angle like shown in the 
picture. You take the body between right and left hand 
with your fingers, let one line of pins lay on the table and 
then turn the body a little bit to bend all pins slowly and 
not with too much power in the right direction (90 degrees 
from body). 

This must be done in a carefully and sensitive way and it is 
better to repeat this step 1 or 2 times than to bend them 
too much in the first step. Bending should be done 

alternately from both sides. This is  just a matter of excercise and will be easier with the 
smaller 14 pin ICs as with the 20 or 28 pin 
(RAM and ROM) or maybe the CPU (40 pin).

The best way is to start with the small ICs 
and after proceed with the bigger cases. So 
you get a little bit routined and it is not too annoying to damage a cheap TTL IC which can be 
replaced inexpensive in case of damage.

After continue with inspection.
Step 5 (capacitors and filters) – are the electrolytic capacitors are positioned with „+“ ?
Step 7: (connectors, switches and jumpers) – are all jumpers set properly ?
A detailled list of all important jumpers and their setting follows later.

Are there any more free but marked areas on the board (for missing components) ? 

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Using ZX80CORE

BASIC programming:
Depending on the active operating system the ZX80CORE can be programmed like a ZX80 or a 
ZX81 (Fast mode only). Both models use a similar BASIC set but the ZX80 ROM supports 
integer arithmetic only with values of +/- 32767 while the ZX81 supports floating-point 
arithmetic with trigonometric and logarithmic functions with values up to +/- 10+/-38.

Sample program for ZX80

10 PRINT "INPUT LENGTH IN INCH:"
20 INPUT I
30 PRINT I
40 LET M=I*254
50 LET N=M/10
60 LET O=M-N*10
70 PRINT " "
80 PRINT I;" INCH = ";N;".";O;" MM"

The ZX80 supports following BASIC Statements:

NEW, LOAD, SAVE, RUN, CONT, REM, IF, INPUT, PRINT, LIST, STOP, DIM, FOR, GOTO, POKE, 
RAND, LET, CLEAR, CLS, GOSUB, RET, NEXT

and additional following functions:
AND, OR, NOT, RND(), CHR$(), CODE(), STR$(), PEEK(), USR(), ABS(), TL$()

Load programs using LOAD:
The internet provides many sources of ZX80 and ZX81 programming and a lot of complete 
programs which can be loaded simply to the ZX80CORE. In appendix A3 their is a list with 
many available ZX80 and ZX81 ressources in the internet.

First it is important to choose the correct ROM image with the switch J5. ZX80 and ZX81 have 
a similar BASIC command set but are not binary compatible. So ZX80 programs won't run with 
ZX81 rom and vice versa.

Additional it is important to assure the operating mode for the ZX81 which must be compatible 
to the program. There are many programs which support the SLOW mode only. The slow mode 
was not available for the original ZX80 but can be upgraded to the ZX80CORE with the optional 
module ZX80NMIX (NMI generator). There are no restrictions for direct ZX80 programs as the 
ZX80 did never support a SLOW mode.

In the 80ies the programs could be loaded via a 
cassette player only. For loading external programs the 
jack socket J3 with name EAR is used. The name 
sounds to be an audio output but in fact it is an input.

Sinclair named the connectors in same way as the 
connectors on a cassette player/recorder. So EAR has 
to be connected with EAR. The connection is done with 
3.5mm jacks and mono audio cable or a stereo cable 
with mono adapters on both ends.
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As cassette players are rarely equipment nowadays and as nearly all programs for the models 
ZX80 and ZX81 are digital stored the easiest way is to use the sound card of the PC for 
transfer of programs. There are several tools in the internet (see appendix A3). Quite easy is 
the use of the ZX-IDE which can transfer both program types easily via the audio output of the 
PC. Additionally programming in BASIC and assembly is very easy including transfer. 
Alternatively mass storage interfaces can be used as well like ZXpand with SD card support or 
USB-VDRIVE with USB stick support.

ZX-IDE as Loader

The ZX-IDE allows easy transfer of complete ZX80 or ZX81 program files, partly with a faster 
transfer mode than usual with up to 1 kByte per second. Standard transfer rate from Sinclair 
was about 38 Bytes per second only. The transfer was a highly filigree part with several trys 
until a successful transfer. So people needed a lot of time and patience.

The transfer uses the audio output of the PC sound card which could be onboard as well with 
the desired mono audio cable (EAR output of PC to EAR input of ZX80CORE). It is important to 
use the maximum possible volume which should be sufficient for notebooks as well but in 
individual cases there maybe an audio amplifier needed.

In case of doubt the program ZX80DEMO.ASM (which is provided with the ZX-IDE) or 
ZX81DEMO.ASM should be tried to transfer with FAST transfer mode off (IDE setting). The 
maximum volume will be decreased slightly when using FAST transfer mode due to higher 
frequency parts. Additional the option „Use Media Player“ should be switched off to force the 
internal sound functions of WIN system because many player revises the sound with some 
filters. The Windows Media Player can be used without problems as well.

All programs are normally named as .p file or .81 file for ZX81 and named as .o or .80 for the 
ZX80. Addiotional there are TZX archives which can contain more than one program. Those 
archives can be opened with the emulator EightyOne to store the containing program files 
separately.
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Store programs with SAVE:
The SAVE port for the ZX80 or ZX80CORE is not that important than in the early 80ies because 
today development can be done on modern PCs much easier with cross compilers and modern 
text editors with copy&paste functions which did not exist when the first home computers 
came out. Mass storage interfaces like ZXpand or USB-Vdrive allows easy storage on SD cards 
or USB sticks.

Nevertheless the ZX80CORE supports the SAVE 
function for saving high scores or for other purposes.
The jack socket J4 with name MIC is used similar to 
the EAR socket and can be used for storing programs 
and data on a cassette recorder or better nowadays on 
a PC via the sound card and the microphone input. 

The connection is done similar to the LOAD connection 
with a mono audio cable or stereo cable with mono 
adapters on both (!) ends. In the original ZX80 the 
output level was massively reduced with factor 1000 or 
5mV output signal with from a 5V TTL signal.

Since there have been many troubles in the 80ies while loading programs back after saving 
them (LOAD after SAVE) the output level of the ZX80CORE was downed to only 50mV by factor 
100 instead of 1000. This decreases recorded noise significantly.

Audacity for storing with SAVE

The free program Audacity can be used to store data send with SAVE from the ZX80CORE on 
to the PC using the microphone input. It is important to amplify the recorded signal before 
saving it or before loading it back with the software filter „amplify“ while allowing maximum 
overdrive. This way programs can be load back after saving without troubles.
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Optional module ZX80IKIT

Following section describes the optional available module ZX80IKIT as additional component of 
ZX80CORE. It is a clever display of operation mode build with two multi-color LEDs. This 
covers a power indicator as well as a decorative illumination of the board. Depending on the 
color you can see what the ZX80CORE actually do or what it is executing.

Parts list for ZX80IKIT
3x BFG540W T97, T98, T99
3x BCR402R IC94, IC95, IC96 (LED driver 20mA)
1x 3-color-LED-A D96 (4-pin LED with common anode, diffuse)
1x 3-color-LED-C D95 (4-pin LED with common cathode, diffuse)
3x 100k SMD 0805 R90, R91, R92
3x   22k SMD 0805 R82, R83, R84
3x   10k SMD 0805 R79, R85, R86
1x   15k SMD 0805 R80
1x   6k8 SMD 0805 R81
3x 100nF SMD 0805 C93, C94, C95

Mounting of parts for component side
Both multi-color LEDs are mounted on the component side. They are wired in series and 
require two different types of LED, one with common anode (D96, right hand) and one with 
common cathode (D95, left hand). For a better illumination effect both LEDs are angled by 90° 
(before soldering).

Mounting of parts for solder side
All SMD components are mounted on the solder side. IC91, IC92 and IC93 are replaced by 
transistors T97, T98, T99 because the design was changed after development for cost reasons. 
The transistors have to be soldered like in the picture below. The parts R87, R88, R89, C96 
and C97 are no more used due to change of schematic. 

For IC94, IC95 and IC96 you have to take notice of the wider pad on the chip. At the position 
of IC91, IC92 and IC93 the transistors T97, T98, T99 are placed that way, that the wider pad is 
top right from sight of solder side. So this pad need connection to R90, R91 and R92. The 
drawing in the next picture shows solder side mirror-inverted (like the caption of the parts).

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Schematic ZX80IKIT
The schematics of the ZX80IKIT is following. The 3 color LEDs can display RED, GREEN and 
BLUE color and all mixed colors. IC94, IC95 and IC96 are constant current source to supply the 
LEDs independently from the supply voltage with 20mA. The LEDs are supplied directly from 
the power supply with 9-12V and will not increase the load of the power regulator on board.

The constant current sources are controlled between 0 and 100% with the transistors and the 
resistors R90-R92. The signals /RAMCS (RED), video pixel (GREEN) and /KEYBD (BLUE) control 
the brightness of the corresponding colors via the transistors. The quite fast PWM signal of the 
board signals are converted to an analog voltage and the frequency of the signals limited to 
about 1kHz.

Control signals
RED - /RAMCS (shows the ratio of RAM and ROM access, high ratio of RAM=RED)
GREEN – video pixel (shows the ratio of white and black pixel, lot of white=GREEN)
BLUE - /KEYBD (shows the ratio and duration of keyboard access, many=BLUE)

The general state display is GREEN after reset or in input or programming mode, BLUE when 
running a BASIC program and PURPLE when LOAD or SAVE are used as far as RED when 
saving data after the 5 seconds pause. The illumination can be influenced with specific 
programming as well to use mixed colors or change the brightness.
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Lightning atmosphere
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Appendix A1 (schematic):

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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Appendix A2 (ROM switch address table):
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ZX80Core ROM Switch

Typ EPROM 27C32
switch position source address target address max. size
2 $0000-$0FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

Typ EPROM 27C64
switch position source address target address
0 $0000-$1FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte
1 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

Typ EPROM 27C128
switch position source address target address
0 $0000-$3FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte
1 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

$3000-$3FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte
2 $2000-$3FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte
3 $3000-$3FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

Typ EPROM 27C256
switch position source address target address
not usable $0000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $1000-$1FFF not usable
not usable $3000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $2000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $3000-$3FFF not usable
4 $4000-$7FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte
5 $5000-$5FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

$7000-$7FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte
6 $6000-$7FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte
7 $7000-$7FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

Typ EPROM 27C512
not usable $0000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $1000-$1FFF not usable
not usable $3000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $2000-$3FFF not usable
not usable $3000-$3FFF not usable
4 $4000-$7FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte
5 $5000-$5FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

$7000-$7FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte
6 $6000-$7FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte
7 $7000-$7FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte
not usable $8000-$BFFF not usable
not usable $9000-$9FFF not usable
not usable $B000-$BFFF not usable
not usable $A000-$BFFF not usable
not usable $B000-$BFFF not usable
C $C000-$FFFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte
D $D000-$DFFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte

$F000-$FFFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte
E $E000-$FFFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte
F $F000-$FFFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte
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ZX80Core ROM Switch

Typ EEPROM 28C64
switch position source address target address max. size mode
0 $0000-$1FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte R/W
1 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte R/W
4 $0000-$1FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte ReadOnly
5 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte ReadOnly

Typ EEPROM 28C256
switch position source address target address max. size mode
0 $0000-$3FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte R/W
1 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte R/W

$3000-$3FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte R/W
2 $2000-$3FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte R/W
3 $3000-$3FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte R/W
8 $4000-$7FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte R/W
9 $5000-$5FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte R/W

$7000-$7FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte R/W
A $6000-$7FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte R/W
B $7000-$7FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte R/W
4 $0000-$3FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte ReadOnly
5 $1000-$1FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte ReadOnly

$3000-$3FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte ReadOnly
6 $2000-$3FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte ReadOnly
7 $3000-$3FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte ReadOnly
C $4000-$7FFF $0000-$3FFF 16kByte ReadOnly
D $5000-$5FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte ReadOnly

$7000-$7FFF $2000-$2FFF 4kByte ReadOnly
E $6000-$7FFF $0000-$1FFF 8kByte ReadOnly
F $7000-$7FFF $0000-$0FFF 4kByte ReadOnly



Appendix A3 (links to  ZX80 and ZX81 ressources)

Here are several sources listed found in the internet to intensify the work with the ZX80CORE. 
This content covers descriptions, manuals, programs, schematics, extensions, ROMs and much 
more. All links are sorted thematically.

Description and more Infos to ZX80 / ZX81
http://fjkraan.home.xs4all.nl/comp/zx80/om/ => ZX80 manual

http://www.worldofspectrum.org/ZX81BasicProgramming/ => ZX81 manual

http://searle.hostei.com/grant/zx80/zx80.html => hardware description of ZX80

http://www.nvg.ntnu.no/sinclair/contents.htm => Planet Sinclair, infos to Sinclair, ZX80, ZX81

http://www.8bit-wiki.de/ => schematics, ROMs, descriptions to ZX80, ZX81 and more systems

Programs for ZX80 and ZX81:
The most interesting part for the owners of a ZX80CORE are surely the programs available for 
ZX80 and ZX81 which are offered as .o or .80 file (ZX80) or as .p or .81 file (ZX81). The files 
can be transferred to the ZX80CORE via mass storage interfaces like ZXpand (SD card) or 
USB-Vdrive (USB stick) or with ZX-IDE or other tools via the audio interface (LOAD/SAVE).

Sometimes WAV files are directly offered for transfer via LOAD/SAVE interface or as program 
source. When trying out ZX81 software keep in mind that only programs with FAST mode 
support can be used as long as the optional ZX80NMIX module is not activated (NMI generator 
for SLOW mode). During FAST mode there is no screen display except during keyboard input 
with INPUT command in BASIC (not by use of INKEY$) or when PAUSE is used.

Programs for ZX80

http://www.microwave.gr/giannopk/zxcomputer/software.htm => many  ZX80 programs

http://www.fruitcake.plus.com/Sinclair/ZX80/FlickerFree/ZX80_Pacman.htm => flickerfree …

http://www.rwapsoftware.co.uk/zx80/zx80_software.html => Mastermind by Andy Rea

Programs for ZX81

ftp://ftp.nvg.unit.no/pub/sinclair/zx81/snaps/ => big collection of ZX81 programs

http://www.zx81stuff.org.uk/ => big collection of original programs with cassette inlays

http://www.zx81.nl/dload/software/ => big collection of ZX81 programs in alphabetical order

http://zx81-siggi.endoftheinternet.org/d:/ => big collection of miscellaneous programs

http://www.zx-team.de/andre/ => software and games of Andre*** Baune

http://www.sinclairzxworld.com/ => section „games“

http://web.archive.org/web/20060926153245/http://www.hh.schule.de/hhs/mjaap/zx81cat.ht
m => thematical sorted games from Matthias Jaap (not online anymore but with webarchiv)

http://www.honneamise.u-net.com/zx81/ => more games in „software for emulators“

http://nocash.emubase.de/zx.htm => some Hi-Res games in „game downloads“

http://www.sinclairzxworld.com/viewtopic.php?f=11&t=289 => Hi-Res games for ZX81

http://sz81.sourceforge.net/ => more programs in „ZX81 applications“
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http://zx81.eu5.org/toddysofte.html => Toddy Forth and more programs by Kelly Murta

http://www.zx81.de/english/soft_e.htm => more programs from ZX-Team

http://zx81.reids4fun.com/zx81/index.html => ZX81 programs by Steven L. Reid

http://odemar.home.xs4all.nl/zx81/zx81.htm => Berto's p-file collection (self made programs)

Commercial programs for ZX81

To see what is possible with ZX80 or ZX81 with modern software today, revival-studios 
develops new games which are ported to different computer models from the 80ies. The 
games can be purchased and are partly offered for free with some restrictions (less game 
levels, restricted time limit or similar). All games support gamecontroller and partly sound.

http://www.revival-studios.com/?page=127 => new developed „commercial“ games

Tools and utilities
If someone wants to program himself or need some tools for file transfer or similar:

http://forum.tlienhard.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=802 => ZX-IDE, BASIC & assembler

http://www.swatosch.de/zx81/ => Power BASIC for ZX81

http://amigan.1emu.net/aw/not30.txt => listings for 30 „1k“ programs with hints

http://www.users.waitrose.com/~thunor/mmcoyzx81/chapter01.html => ZX80/81 tutorials

http://www.z88dk.org/ => Z80, ZX80, ZX81 programming in C

http://forum.tlienhard.com/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=8 => ZX81 C-course (german language)

http://www.chuntey.com/ => EightyOne emulator under WIN for ZX80, ZX81, ZX Spectrum

http://nocash.emubase.de/zxdocs.htm => detailed system description of ZX80 and ZX81

http://sz81.sourceforge.net/ => ZX80 / ZX81 emulator open source under GNU license

http://www.wearmouth.demon.co.uk/ => ZX80, ZX81, ZX Spectrum ROM listings online

http://www.retroisle.com/sinclair/zx81/software.php => diverse ZX81 utilities

Hardware and Software projects ZX80/ZX81
The following links describe projects for hardware and software extensions and some projects 
with selfmade replicas on base of the Sinclair models ZX80 and ZX81.

http://forum.tlienhard.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=508 => ZX team magazin

http://www.user.dccnet.com/wrigter/index.htm => ZX81 HW/SW projects of Wilf Rigter

http://www.8bity.cz/category/sinclair/zx80/ => hardware projects for ZX80, with translation

http://www.zx81.nl/ => robotic projects controlled with ZX81
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Spare parts and old original models
Here you can find original old Sinclair computer models and spare/repair parts for ZX80 and 
ZX81 and some more computers from the 80ies.

http://www.sellmyretro.com/ => retro computer, spare parts and rarities

http://www.ebay.de/sch/ComputerKlassiker-/162075/i.html => classic computers on ebay

http://www.sintech-shop.de/sinclair/ => spare parts & Hardware for ZX80, ZX81 and more ...

Forums for ZX friends:
For meeting like-minded people, asking questions, discussing new ideas and to contact other 
ZX focused people. Some forums offer personal meetings and events on a regular basis for 
getting in contact with people and hardware personally.

http://forum.tlienhard.com/ => german forum about all Sinclair computers

http://www.sinclairzxworld.com/ => english / UK forum for all Sinclair computers

http://www.z88dk.org/forum/forums.php => programmers forum for C developers
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Appendix A4 (troubleshooting)
In case the board doesn't work in spite of careful inspection here are hints for solving some 
common problems. Ideal would be troubleshooting with the help of an oscilloscope but it is 
possible to measure some reference points with a multimeter which will show only an average 
voltage.

No cursor / no screen content
First the video signal should be measured directly at the chinch connector or at pin 3 and 4 of 
the ZX8-CCB videol module if used. Possibly cause could be a short at the chinch connector. 
The output voltage (pin 4 of ZX8-CCB) should be about 1.5V with connected TV with a 
multimeter and the input level (pin 3 of ZX8-CCB) should be about 4.0V.

If a oscilloscope is available, the following signal should be found:

The setting is 10us/div and 1V/div (with no load at 
output). For a better signal a key should be pressed 
after switching the board on, for example P will give 
the word PRINT on screen additional to just a cursor. 
This way more pixels are displayed in the signal.

The sync level is 0V, about 5-6us long, followed by the 
backporch (1V with no load, 0.3V with 75R load) with 
same 5-6us duration which will be the black level. 
Finally the active video line is displayed with a duration 
of about 42us with a video white level of 3.0V (no 
load) or 1.0V (75R load). You can see set pixels in the 
video signal with small dots at black level.

The signal above is provided at a 75R load only with 
the optional module ZX8-CCB. The input signal is 
mixed via two resistors R30 (pixel signal, 1k) and R32 
(sync signal, 330R) and the mixed signal will look like 
in the picture right hand.

The backporch is missing in this signal and is added 
through the optional video module ZX8-CCB. The 
signal contains the summary of the pixel signal and 
sync signal and will be sampled or digitized by the 
ZX8-CCB and newly composed. You can see some set 
pixels in this signal as well.

It is important that both jumpers are set at J96 (NMI 
generator). Only with these two jumpers the signal is 
mixed and provided to the ZX8-CCB module. If the 
mixed signal is not provided like in the scope picture 
shown, it is useful to view the single signal parts more 
detailed.

First the sync signal is important which is created from 
the flip flop IC19 (74HCT74) and delivered at pin 5. 
With a multimeter a voltage level of 4.2V should be 
shown and with an oscilloscope the signal should look 
like in the picture left hand. Noticeably you can see the 
strong sync pulses and slightly (through load due to 
signal mixing) the pixel signal as well.

Shortened here - complete manual available at:
http://www.8bit-wiki.de/index.php?
id=3&filt=Sinclair/ZX80/hardware/ZX80Core/&cid=13706&mode=dl&tx=77ad2d90000
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